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These six appeals filed by the assessee involving fou  assessment years i.e., A.Y. 200708 to 201011 are 
directed against the six separate orders passed by the Ld. CIT(A)V, Hyderabad dated 02.01.2012 
whereby he upheld the orders passed by the A.O. under section 201(1) and 201(1A) of the Act treating 
the assessee as is in default.  

2. The assessee in the present case is a company which is engaged in the business of rendering KPO 
services. During the years unde  consideration, it had made payments to M/s. Tekla Corporation, 
Finland (in short “TEKLA) and M/s. Design Data Corporation, USA (in short “DDC”) for the purchase of 
software license. According to the A.O. these payments being in the nature of royalty, assessee was 
required to deduct tax at source  

therefrom. Since no such tax at source was deducted by  

the  assessee company, it was called upon by the A.O. to  

show cause as to why order under section 201(1) should  

not be passed treating it as the assessee in default for this  

failure. In reply, the following explanation was offered by  

the assessee in writing vide its letter dated 23.03.2010.  
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“2. The company has purchased certain software licenses of the following types:  

(a)   

SDS/2 detailing software licenses from Design Data corporation USA.  

 

(b)   

SDS/2drafting software licenses from Design Data corporation USA.  

©   

SDS/2 detailing review software licenses from Design Data corporation USA.  

(d)   

Steel Detailing software user licenses from Tekla corporation, Finland   

(e)   

Steel detailing software user licenses from Tekla corporation, Finland.  

For your further information, SDS/2 is a software utiliz d mainly for structural engineering in civil or 
mechanical works, and as per the national building code of the USA, whereas Tekla specializes in steel 
structural engineering applications such as steel framed structures, pipelines, trusses etc. not connected 
with cement and bricks or other building mate ials.  

3. The software licenses purchased from each of the above are subject to their being used at only one 
PC or workstation. This means th t at any point of time only one person can work on the said software.  

Further, the user license is granted on a one time charge basis and its validity is for life in the version in 
which it is purchased.  

Subsequently, if there are any upgrades to the said software, an upgraded version user license has to be 
separately obtained (on payment of a differential fee) for use.  

4.  

The said software is installed in the servers of the supplier and can be utilized or used by the company 
on the basis of a suitable hardware cum software lock provided on payment, whereby access to the said 
software by a user is provided by the supplier.  
 

5.  
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All the software is copyrighted by the supplier and no rights in this regard accrue to the company. It 
merely has a right to use the same on payment.  

From the above the following are transparent:  

a) Thesum paid or payable to a non resident or a foreign company should be a sum chargeable under 
the provisions of the Income Tax Act, 1961.  

b) TDS is deductible on any portion of the income arising out of the payment/s made if any part or the 
whole of such payment is considered to be a sum chargeable to tax under the provisions of the Act.  

It is humbly submitted in the light of the above submissions that the above mentioned transactions do 
not, therefore come under the purview of any withholding tax/TDS per section 195, and no default u/s 
201 should normally arise .”  

2.1. The above explanation of the assessee was not  

found acceptable by the A.O. for the following reasons  

given in paragraph No.3.1.4 of his orders passed under  

section 201(1).  

3.1.4. As can be seen, what has been acquired by the assessee is the user licenses in respect of the 
computer programmes/softwares and for the same assessee had acquired the right to sell or distribute 
to the customers in India. As the right to sell or distribute or use of any copy of the computer program is 
an exclusive right of the Copyright owner (in this case Data Design and/or its licensors), the act of 
selling/distributing/using the copy of the computer programme or the user licences thereof without 
being authorized to do so would infringe the copyright. But in the present case, MoldTek was 
authorized by Data Design to do an act protected under the copyright and the consideration for the right 
to sell/distribute/use was paid by MoldTek to Data Design on the basis of the number of copies of the 
computer software/p ogram or number of such licenses or the duration of such licenses. The Hon’ble 
ITAT, Hyderabad in the case of Frontline Soft Ltd Vs. DCIT(ITA No.1080&10811Hyd/03) 
(2008TIOL422ITATHYD) has held that the assessee acquired the right to use ‘True Dial Software’ and 
payment made in this regard was not for transfer of absolute assignment and ownership of ‘True Dial 
Software’. The Hon’ble ITAT held the payment falls under the definition of ‘Royalty’ and payment to 
nonresident is deemed to accrue and arise in India and liable for TDS. In one of the recent rulings by the 
Authority for Advance Rulings (AAR) in the case of Airports Authority of India (2008TIOLIOARAIT) it 
was held that consideration paid by an Indian company for the use of a computer program amounts to 
royalty. Moreover, in a very recent judgment by the Hon’ble Special Bench of the ITAT, New Delhi in the 
case of New Skies Satellite NV & Others 2009(126)TTJ0001TDELS], it was held that the term ‘secret’ 
appearing in the phrase ‘secret formula or process’ in Explanation 2 to section 9( 1 )(vi) and in the 
relevant Article of DT AA will not qualify the word ‘process’. In view of the above and considering the 
assessee’s right to distribute or sell the copy of the computer program to the clients in India, an 
exclusive right under the Copyright Act, the payment made by MoldTek on the basis of no, of 
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copies/licenses and duration of such licenses to Data Design is nothing but payment for the right to use 
the copyright and amounts to ‘royalties’.  

2.2.  

For the reasons given above and relying, inter alia, on the decision of Hon’ble Karnataka High Court in 
the case of Samsung Electronics Company Limited dated 24.09.2009, the A.O. held that the assessee 
company was liable to deduct tax at source from the amounts in question paid by the assessee company 
to M/s. Tekla and M/s. DDC as consideration for the right to use the copy of the computer programme 
being in the nature of royalty and since there was failure on the part of the assessee to deduct such tax, 
he treated it as assessee in default under section 201(1) and also charged interest under section 201(1A) 
as under:  

3.  

Aggrieved by the orders passed by the A.O.  

A.Y.  Sec.201(1)  Sec.201(1A)  Payee   

200708  224,615  87,642  Design Data Corpn. USA   

200809  769,485  241,403   

200910  706,687  120,389   

201011  403,024  27,637   

200708  289,451  115,005  Tekla Corpn Ltd , Finland   

200809  536,544  161,549   

 

under section 201(1) and 201(1A) of the Act, appeals were  

preferred by the assessee before the Ld. CIT(A) for all the  

four  years under consideration. During the course of  

appellate proceedings before the Ld. CIT(A), the following  

submissions were made on behalf of the assessee  

company in support of its case that the payments in  

question having been made for the purchase of standard  

software, which did not contain any element of  
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proprietary knowledge, they were not in the nature of  

royalty and therefore, tax at source was not required to be  

deducted from the said payments.  

“In this regard it is respectfully submitted as under:  

1.   

Moldtek imported the Tekla software from Tekla Corporation. Finland and the SDS/2 software from 
Design Data corporation, USA respectively. The software CD from Finland was imported by the payment 
of customs duty for which suitable payments were made and a bill of entry made by the customs 
authorities on import to India. In the case of Design Data Corporation. software CD’s were air freighted 
to India along with necessary hardware dongles. which were routed through customs and no import 
duties were paid due to low value of the CD’s imported. The said confirmations for the air freighting 
from Design Data and the customs bill of entries etc in the case of Tekla Corporation were submitted to 
the Addl Director of Income Tax ( International tax), along with Xerox copies of the CD’s in which the 
software arrived.  

2.   

The assessee is a company engaged in the business of KPO, wherein it provides services of steel detailing 
and other mechanical diagrams for the use of its clients abroad through the STPI scheme. The Assessee 
has practically entirely export business only, and he said softwares are utilized for the purpose of 
earning foreign currency revenue from its exports. The assessee is recipient of Section 10B exemptions 
in respect of its incomes generated  It has negligible or nil incomes in respect of its domestic business, if 
any.  

3.   

The assessee merely purcha ed a software SDS/2 from Design Data and Tekla Structures software, which 
respective installation CD’s were imported by it by payment of customs duties and other import levies as 
applicable. The said softwares were purchased for its use in its export business and not for reproduction. 
resale, rental or any other such use. The said CD’s are installation CD’s and accompanied by a hardware 
lock which allows it to be used by a single user, i.e., it can be installed on only one computer. The 
hardware lock provided ensures this and access to the said software is prevented if not accompanied by 
the hardware lock for each installation. This lock is an anti piracy device. As a result only one computer 
can be loaded with and access the software installed by way of the CD purchased by the company.  

If the assessee wants an additional installation of the said software on another computer. it has to remit 
the fees for the installation separately and the suppliers will provide additional hardware locks. being 
anti piracy devices. The assessee has then to install the software. which it already has on a CD format 
and owns, and activate the same by means of a hardware lock. In case the computer crashes or is 
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rendered dysfunctional, the assessee can reload the installation from the CD and activate the same with 
the hardware lock provided to them previously.  

4.   

It may be submitted that the assessee merely purchased goods from foreign suppliers and obtained the 
same on a computer media, and became the owner of the same. It has the freedom to install the said 
software/s on its machines for its own use on payment of the relevant cost for each such installation. for 
which it has perpetual usage rights. It has no rights to reproduce or sell or rent out or do any other form 
of business with the same.  

5.   

The assessee therefore purchased a copyrighted article for its own use in its export business and did not 
acquire any other rights on the same. Nor were any other rights available to the as essee as a purchaser 
of the copyrighted article. It could only use the same as a user which it d d for its export business. The 
assessee as a purchaser did not acquire the rights to reproduce, sell, r otherwise distribute the said 
purchase, and it is humbly submitted that the order of the honourable DDIT dated 26.2.2010 is not 
based on facts and is erroneous to this extent.  

6.   

The assessee did not acquire the source code of the said software/s, and could only use the same as a 
user in its own export business, and contrary to th  findings of the assessing officer, did not acquire any 
rights to reproduce or sell or distribute the same or otherwise modify or copy or amend the same in any 
manner. It is precluded from these activities by the nature of the single user/computer installation per 
user.  

7.   

It therefore is submitted that th  payments were for a copyrighted article and not in the  

nature of royalties or technical know how, and no copyrights or other rights have been transmitted to 
the assessee.  

8.   

To buttress its action, the assessee also obtained suitable certificates from an accountant/counsel in the 
prescribed forms prior to making any remittance against the said purchases.  

9.   

It is submitted once again that the entire business of the assessee is that of export in the form of a KPO 
business model, and it is engaged in this business as an STPI registered organization. Section 9(1 )(vi), 
which specifies income deemed to accrue or arise in India is reproduced below for ready reference:  

“income by way of royalty payable by  
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(sub section) (b): a person who is a resident. except where royalty is payable in respect of any right 
property or information used or services utilized for the purposes of business or profession carried on by 
such person outside India or for the purposes of making or earning any income from any source outside 
India.”  

3.1. The Ld. CIT(A) did not find merit in the submissions made on behalf of the assessee company.  

According to him, there was a basic distinction between royalties and consideration of sale paid to a 
nonresident. In this regard, he referred to the definition of the term ‘royalty’ as given in Explanation (2) 
to Section 9(1)(vi) of the Act as well as in the relevant clause of the treaty to discuss the nature of 
payments that come within the ambit of the said definition. He also relied inter alia, on the decision of 
Authority for Advanced Rulings in the case of Del International Services (India) P. Ltd., 305 ITR 37 (AAR). 
He finally referred to the definition of “Copy Right” given in Section 14 of the Copy Right Act and 
observed that the rights in computer programmes were in the form of intellectual property. He held that 
what is taxed as a royalty is the amount paid as consideration for the use or the right to use and not 
outright purchase of the right to use as an asset. He held that the payments made by the assessee 
company to M/s. Tekla and M/s. DDC for purchase of software thus were in the nature of royalty from 
which tax at source was liable to be deducted. Accordingly, the orders passed by the A.O. under section 
201(1) and 201(1A) for all the four years under consideration were upheld by the Ld. CIT(A). Aggrieved 
by the Orders of the Ld. CIT(A), the assessee has preferred these appeals before the Tribunal.  

4. I have heard the arguments of both the sides an  also perused the relevant material on record. 
Although, the Learned Representatives of both the sides have cited various case laws in support of their 
respective stand on the issue under consideration, it is observed that the main contention as raised on 
behalf of the assessee before the authorities below as well as before me is that as per the relevant 
license agreements, there was no transfer of any rights in respect of copy right and it was the case 
where there was merely a transfer of the copy righted article. The crux of the issue thus is whether the 
amount in question paid by the assessee to M/s.  

Tekla and M/s. DDC under the relevant license agreements was for a copy right or a copy righted article 
and this distinction is material because as held in the various judicial pronouncements cited by the Ld. 
Counsel for the assessee, if it is for a copy right, the same should be classified as ‘Royalty’ both under 
the Income Tax Act and under the DTAA. On the other hand, if the payment is actually for a copy righted 
article, then it only represents the purchase price of the article and the same cannot be considered as 
‘Royalty’. It is, therefore, relevant to ascertain as to whether there was transfer of any rights including 
the granting of a license in respect of copy right to the assessee in the present case under the license 
agreements and this exercise is required to be done by examining and analysing the terms and 
conditions of the relevant license agreements entered into by the assessee company with M/s. Tekla 
and M/s. DDC. A perusal of the impugned orders passed by the Ld. CIT(A), however, shows that although 
he has passed a very detailed order, he has neither considered nor analysed the terms and conditions of 
the relevant license agreements so as to ascertain the exact nature of rights acquired by the assessee 
which is so vital and material to decide the issue under consideration. Moreover, as pointed out by the 
learned D.R., the scope of the definition “Royalty” as given in Explanation (2) to Section 9(1)(vi) has been 
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further clarified by inserting Explanation (iv) and Explanation (v) by the Finance Act, 2012 with 
retrospective effect from 01.06.1976 and the benefit of this amendment made subsequently with 
retrospective effect was not available to the Ld. CIT(A) while passing the impugned orders. As contended 
by the Ld. Counsel for the assessee in this regard, it is also relevant to see whether there is any 
amendment in the relevant articles of the DTAAs widening the scope of the term “Royalty” as done in 
the domestic Law. Keeping in view all these relevant aspects of the matter which have a direct bearing 
on the issue under consideration, I consider it fair and proper and in the interest of justice to remit the 
matter back to the Ld. CIT(A) for deciding the same afresh on merit in accordance with law, after giving 
the assessee proper and sufficient opportunity of being heard.  

5. In the result, all the six appeals of the assessee are treated as allowed for statistical purposes.  

Order pronounced in the open Court on 29.07.2015. 
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